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Introduction

 This paper develops a simple theory to study the short-term effects

on the intrahousehold distribution of well-being of policy interventions

to reduce child labour in peasant agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa.

Seen through the lens of a conventional (unitary) theory of household

behaviour, such an inquiry could perhaps be dismissed as futile. When

accounting for the gendered idiosyncracies of rural household

organisation, access to land and the prevalence of customary labour

obligations, a more intriguing picture is uncovered.

Theoretical background

         Many economists did, until recently, perceive households as

altruistic and harmonious social units (Alderman et al.,1995). The last

two decades have witnessed much effort to remedy the shortfalls of

these unitary perspectives in providing explanations for persistent and

systematic intrahousehold disparities in developing countries.2

                                                                
2 Strauss and Thomas (1995), Alderman et al (1995), Haddad et al (1997) and Behrman (1997) present excellent
overviews of the relevant literature.
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The emerging body of new theories, often with bargaining or game-

theoretic foundations, place more emphasis on economic power and

conflicts of interest in the analysis of household behaviour.3 The

rapidly growing economic literature on child labour has yet to absorb

the full dividends from these innovations, and this paper is a modest

attempt to redress some prevailing and important lacunae. 4

 The geographical focus is motivated by three principal

observations. Firstly, the case for relaxing the assumption of a unitary

household is probably stronger in sub-Saharan Africa than anywhere

else. For urban Nigeria, Fahopunda (1978) argued that unitary

assumptions of income-pooling, an unambiguous demarkation of

household boundaries, and monogamous marriages, were violated.

    For rural Africa, the implausibility of unitary reasoning is even

starker. In agricultural production systems, men and women often

control and cultivate separate land plots. According to Doss (2001),

female land plots, frequently used for subsistence crop cultivation, are

often both smaller and less fertile than male plots.

                                                                
3 Nash-bargaining models were pioneered by Manser and Brown (1980) and McElroy and Horney (1981). Early
non-cooperative models were produced by Ulph (1988) and Woolley (1988), and subsequently complemented by
Lundberg and Pollak (1993), Udry (1996) and Carter and Katz (1997).
4 Valuable theoretical contributions include Basu and Van’s (1998) analysis of adult and child labour markets and
Basu’s (1999) model of child labour as a first-generation problem. See also Ranjan (2001). Andvig (1998) offers an
informal, yet insightful discussion on child labour in sub-Saharan Africa. Moehling (1997) and Bhalotra and Attfield
(1998) test effects of child earnings on intrahousehold allocations. For analysis of child labour using bargaining and
collective perspectives on the household, see Iversen (2000), Andvig (2000) and Basu (2001).
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With fragmented and thin female labour markets, intrahousehold

inequality in land holdings provides an incentive for cooperation and

labour exchange. Notice, though, that a non-cooperative outcome

remains distinctly possible (Jones, 1983). A full retreat to subsistence

crop cultivation is a natural candidate for a female threat point

(fallback position) in a bilateral bargain (Kanbur and Haddad, 1994). 5

        Secondly, ILO (1996) has estimated that 41 % of children in the

sub-continent are working, the highest incidence of working children

for any region of the world. According to the Priority Survey of the

Statistical Office in 1993, 80 % of the working children in Zambia were

involved in subsistence agriculture (Jensen and Skyt-Nielsen, 1997).

        Thirdly, time allocation decisions in rural households are

mediated by requirements to fulfil customary and unremunerated

labour obligations.6 Such obligations have pivotal ramifications for

individual resource endowments and constraints, since rural African

men and women typically have very different customary claims on

household labour (Roberts, 1988).7

         These broad idiosyncracies of rural household organisation raises

a number of interesting questions.  The first point is that the idea that

children’s productive contributions are pooled across household

                                                                
5 An African version of Lundberg  and Pollak’s  (1993) gendered spheres argument.
6 Insights into Institutions of labour exchange and obligations can aid and strengthen modelling of household
behaviour in rural sub-Saharan Africa. For support of this argument, see Iversen (2000) and White (2002).
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members becomes untenable for rural Africa. 8 In a model focussing on

the distribution of benefits from labour inputs, where disparities in

land holdings and claims on household labour prevail, an immediate

corollary is that household members will be asymmetrically affected by

policy interventions to reduce child labour.9 It is now, and this is

important, distinctly possible for a policy of laissez-faire (non-

intervention) to be distributionally harmful to some household

members. The idea that a policy restricting child labour input may

accentuate or ameliorate existing intrahousehold inequalities raises

important if not easily resolvable normative concerns.

          In a seminal theoretical paper, Basu and Van (1998) show that

removal of children from the work force can generate virtuous

outcomes. The current paper shows that intrahousehold redistribution

prompted by enforcement of primary school attendance may generate

virtuous outcomes, too. Given the importance of this observation, it

will remain a priority to examine the sensitivity to context and

theoretical assumptions.

                                                                                                                                                                                              
7 Richards (1983) argues that a critical reassessment of peasant agriculture in Africa involves the realisation that
labour shortages are more important than land shortages. Gender dimensions to labour constraints are addressed by
Guyer (1984a and b), Whitehead (1984 and 1994) and Guyers and Peters (1987).
8 Bradley (1994) is a conspicuous exception.
9 In a rural context, the policy reference is to stricter enforcement of educational attendance, which as noted by Basu
(1999) and others, is easier to implement and monitor than direct child labour regulations.
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The proposed theory adds other valuable insights to the existing body

of knowledge and supports a precise individualisation of the

opportunity costs of schooling, and provides an improved framework

for evaluation of certain aspects of the fertility interests of African

women and men. The former may contribute to explain why empirical

analyses based on average measures of household wealth tend to

produce small coefficients in rigorous investigations of the relationship

between poverty and educational deprivation.

        A focus on poor households is retained throughout the paper. A

key assumption will be that adult female labour operates at a capacity

level. Women in sub-Saharan Africa work longer hours than men,

partly because of gendered differences in the claims on other

household member’s labour.10 A widespread emphasis on labour

scarcity as a binding constraint on female farmers adds credence to the

chosen analytical focus on claims on labour resources.

                                                                
10 For an overview of evidence on work hours, see Andvig (1998). Whitehead (2000) argues that contemporary
interpretations of existing evidence on time allocation in rural Africa confound stereotypes of “lazy” African men, and
typically underestimate men’s labour contributions.
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Context

According to Rosenzweig (1981), semi-autarkic Chayanov

households with limited access to external labour markets imitate

rural sub-Saharan Africa well, despite of rapid and ongoing change.11

Mott and Shapiro (1984), using data from Kenya labour force survey,

report that between 60 and 70 % of women in rural Kenya worked on

household holdings without engaging in extra-household economic

activities.

The proposed theory portrays a Nash-bargaining, peasant

household with multiple (here two) land plots, controlled by either

husband or wife.  Following Kanbur and Haddad (1994), I assume

female responsibility for subsistence crop production and male

responsibility for cash crop cultivation. 12 This dichotomy is stylised

since in reality “female farming systems, like their male counterparts,

are based on a complex inter-relation of men’s and women’s work

(Whitehead (1994;36). The untangling this web of inter-relations

becomes an important analytical challenge. The Kanbur-Haddad

specification ensures that the threat points or fallback positions in the

bilateral Nash-bargain are inside rather than exit options and reflect

payoffs in the absence of cooperation in cash crop cultivation.

                                                                
11 See Thorner et al. (1966) and Ellis (1993) for more on Chayanov.
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         Outputs from both land plots are presumed tradable in the

market, with prices equal to 1.  The wife may work exclusively on her

own plot or share her time in agricultural production between food and

cash crop cultivation. The assistance to the husband in cash crop

cultivation may be voluntary, a fulfilment of customary obligations or

a combination of the two. When voluntary, the spouses are presumed

to bargain over the sharing of the resulting surplus from cooperation

(Jones, 1983; Balsvik, 1995).13 The combination of gendered

inequalities in land holdings and thin female labour markets does, as

noted, provide an incentive for cooperation.

         In this paper, the children are presumed old enough to assist in

agricultural and harvesting operations, but have no influence over

their own labour time; parent(s) are thus assumed to have customary

claims on and make decisions about allocation of child labour

resources.14

Becker usually reflects on parental altruism towards offspring. In

our model, the husband cares for himself, while the wife cares for the

kids, too. Considerable gender differentials in the emphasis attached

to child development have been uncovered in the empirical work on

                                                                                                                                                                                              
12 According to Doss (2001), the division between subsistence and cash crops may be unclear. For a crop like maize, it
was rather common to treat high-yielding varieties as cash crops.
13 Allocation of productive resources including labour may not be friction-free. Jones (1983) argues that conflict over
sharing of income from cash crop production could explain why land plots were left uncultivated in North Cameroon.
Balsvik (1995) claims that spouses may not trust each other enough to engage in a cooperative game. Evidence on
inefficiency is still scarce  – Udry (1996) calculated a loss from inefficient allocation of resources across multiple
plots in Burkina Faso to 6 % of agricultural output.
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intrahousehold allocations. Variation in the intensity of altruism

towards children is a way to integrate this observation in the theory,

linking child well-being to the wife's economic performance and her

aversion to child work.

         As noted, men in sub-Saharan Africa have privileged access to

labour of other household members, with child labour resources as a

possible exception (Guyer, 1984a; Roberts, 1988). The evidence on

child labour is ambiguous and thin on information-content. Using

ICRISAT-data from 6 representative villages in Burkina Faso, Udry

(1996;1018) found child labour input to be twice as high on husbands’

as on wives’ plots, with considerable child contributions. Moreover,

child labour accounted for about 16 % of total labour input in

smallholder production of the cash crops tea and coffee in Bukoba

District, Tanzania (Moody, 1970). In contrast, Reynolds (1991) figures

from the Zambesi-valley, based on a thoroughly researched miniature

sample, showed that 80 % of children's labour time was spent on

maternal plots and 20 % on the land holdings of the father.

         Bradley (1994) argues that women are the principal beneficiaries

of children's labour, cross-culturally, but her evidence may not quite

support this claim.

                                                                                                                                                                                              
14 This presumption of a lack of child agency conflicts with the observations by Reynolds (1991), and also starkly
with my own previous work in Karnataka, India (Iversen (2002)).
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Her strategy is to count the tasks that children do and label them male

or female. The following analysis shows that the performance of female

tasks does not guarantee women the benefits of children’s labour

input. In fact, subtle insights into the intrahousehold distribution of

benefits from child labour are uncovered by the following analysis. For

the two-plot case and a bilateral bargain, even the simple observation

that children work in cash crop production support alternative

interpretations and alternative intrahousehold distributions of

benefits from child labour input.

The model

On a general form, the wife’s utility function is given by (1):

She has preferences over her own consumption (Cw) and derives

satisfaction from child consumption (Cc), because of her altruism

towards offspring. (1) explicitly values her own (lw) and child leisure

(lc).

The wife spends her income on own and child consumption, so

that:

)1()l,l,C,C(UU cwcww =

)2(YCC c
wcw =+
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Where Ycw is maternal income, determined in a bilateral bargain.

There are two time constraints with the wife’s and total child time (Ti

for i=c,w) divided between leisure (li), food crop production (Lzi) and

cash crop production (Lxi), i.e.

Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) then gives:

To retain a strong intuitive appeal, further restrictions will be imposed

on (4). Following Kanbur and Haddad (1994), a linear version of (4)

ensures tractable payoff functions in a cooperative Nash-bargain. We

shall therefore be working with: 15

where g and are the utilities of adult female and child leisure with g'

>0, h' >0 and g''< 0, h''< 0.

                                                                
15 Linear utilities imply risk-neutrality.
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The following results are sensitive to the response of child

consumption to maternal income, but are valid as long as child

consumption is a normal good; we therefore adopt this assumption. 16

Specification of maternal income requires a more detailed account

of agricultural production. Let outputs and incomes from cash (X) and

food (Z) crop production be given by X=fx(Lwx,Lcx,Lh) and Z = fz(Lwz).17

The wife's income will then be given by:

)5())L,L(f)L,LL(f()1()L(fY h
x

c
x

h
x
c

x
w

xz
w

zc
w γ−γ+⋅α−+=

Ycw consists of maternal income from food crop cultivation, fz, and

the maternal share of the surplus from cooperation in cash crop

cultivation. The latter is given by the difference between cooperative

cash crop cultivation, fx, and the husband's non-cooperative cash crop

cultivation, fx. Notice that (5) allows for a discrepancy between the

husband’s claim on child labour input (Lcx) and actual input of child

labour in cooperative cash crop cultivation (Lcx). This distinction is

important in practice since it allows for a dual interpretation of child

labour – on the one hand, a claim (here the husband’s claim) which is a

resource endowment and impacts on his threat point and bargaining

power. Actual child labour input, in contrast, is a choice variable.

                                                                
16 If, instead, maternal utility was quasi-linear with risk-aversion in child consumption, the mother would spend her
initial budget on the child, and the rest on herself. This would modify the reported results.
17 Reflects the special case where child work is confined to cash crop cultivation and follows Udry’s (1996)
assumption that a pre-marital contract determines land holdings, which is plausible in sub-Saharan Africa. The
implication is that land is exogenous and can be suppressed in X and Z.
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When the husband’s claim and actual child labour input coincide, the

notion of choice disappears, with child labour input entirely norm-

driven.

        Child and adult female labour are assumed to be substitutes in

cash crop production. γ  represents an adult equivalent productivity

scaling, as proposed by Basu and Van (1998). When γ =1,  children and

adult females are equally productive and perfect substitutes.

       (5) deliberately separates the labour input of wife and children

from the husband’s, to mirror that his contributions to the cooperative

venture takes the form of land preparation operations such as

ploughing. Male tasks are agricultural tasks with little or no scope for

substitution with other household labour (Bøe, 1995). According to

Migot-Adholla and John (1994;14), “men clear the bush, fell the trees,

and then break the hard virgin soil, and then women prepare the

ground for sowing and do the weeding.”  Such male responsibilities are

taken as given, implying that Lh can be suppressed. This facilitates a

sharp analytical focus on the interaction between adult female and

child labour in agricultural production. Finally, the agricultural

production function is

 

assumed linearly homogenous in land and

labour.  The husband’s income is given by:
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Ych has two components; the husband’s non-cooperative income, and

his share of the cooperative surplus. In a bargaining problem, α could

reflect the respective bargaining skills or bargaining powers of the two

parties, or alternatively be determined by local fairness norms.

Throughout, symmetric bargaining skills is assumed.18   

Applications

Paternal claims on child labour resources

In the first example, it is assumed that the husband alone has a

claim on child labour resources and that child labour is allocated

exclusively to cash crop cultivation. This is empirically implausible,

but expositionally appealing and will be relaxed to add more realism

below. I also assume that γ=1. The maternal threat point, an inside

option, has two arguments, e.g. her income under non-cooperative

subsistence crop cultivation and the disutility generated by child work.

Apart from labour resources, her threat point depends on soil quality,

on her endowment of agricultural inputs, tools and so on.

                                                                
18 Symmetric bargaining skills are interpreted to imply that α1 =α2 in N=[U1-V1]

α1[U2-V2]
α2 , where N is the Nash-

objective function. Ui for i=1,2 refer to utility under cooperation and Vi for i=1,2 are the threat points or fallback
positions of two parties to a bilateral bargain. Bargaining powers are determined by the respective threat points.
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For voluntary cooperation to ensue, her cooperative utility must

strictly exceed her non-cooperative utility, e.g:

[ ]
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fz is her non-cooperative food crop cultivation. A fixed amount of adult

female labour, Lw=Lwz+Lwx is allocated between the two land plots,

implying that the two expressions for female leisure in (7) cancel out.

Notice that when actual child labour input and the child labour claim

coincide, the expressions for child leisure vanish. The following

analysis incorporates alternative assumptions about the relationship

between parental claims on child labour and actual child labour input.

         With symmetric bargaining skills, the solution to the husband-

wife Nash-bargaining problem is determined by:
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         fz and fx are the two parties noncooperative incomes, the latter

being the husband’s threat point. The wife’s threat point includes her

disutility of child work under non-cooperation. As noted, (8) takes a
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particularly simple form when Lcx = Lcx, i.e. when actual child labour

input coincides with the husband’s claim. I will use Lcx = Lcx as my

benchmark, and consider the alternatives Lcx < Lcx and Lcx > Lcx below.

(8) is maximised subject to (i) and (ii).19 The cooperative incomes

(payoffs) for husband, Ych, and wife, Ycw will then be:
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Considering the wife’s cooperative income (9a), the first

parenthesis is her share of the "surplus" from cooperative subsistence

crop production; the second her share of the surplus from cooperation

in cash crop cultivation. Under cooperation, adult female labour is

allocated away from subsistence crop production which means that

subsistence crop output is sacrificed. This imposes an opportunity cost

on the wife. According to (9a), the parties split this cost down the

middle. In the benchmark a policy to enforce school attendance will

influence the husband’s threat point and output in cash crop

cultivation:

                                                                
19 The first order conditions are relegated to appendix 1. Notice that although child labour is confined to cash crop
cultivation labour allocation remains Pareto-efficient. The reason is that adult female and child labour are perfect
substitutes in cash crop cultivation.
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Proposition 1 : When the wife is time-constrained and (i) child labour

and adult female labour are perfect substitutes in cash crop cultivation;

(ii) the spouses cooperate in cash crop cultivation; (iii) the husband has

an exclusive claim on child labour resources and (iv) there is a

mechanism to enforce child effort, a public intervention reducing child

labour input will increase the income and consumption of wife and

children.

Proof: Total differentiation of the wife's payoff from 9 (a) gives:

dLwz =0, since the wife's threat point is unaltered (her labour

input is fixed). From the first-order conditions for labour allocation,

δfx/δLxw=δfz/δLzw, and from the wife’s time constraint, dLxw=-dLzw. The

effect on maternal income from an increase (decline) in the husband's

child labour entitlement simplifies to:

By concavity of the production function, (12) < 0. An increase (decline)

in the husband’s child labour entitlement reduces (increases) the wife’s
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income and consequently the material well-being of the wife-child

nexus. �

(figure 1- about here)

z and x in figure 1 illustrate the respective threat points in food

and cash crop production. A policy intervention increasing (reducing)

the husband's claim on child labour resources reduces (increases) the

gains from cooperation by strengthening (reducing) the husband's

threat point. If a selfish husband utilises freely available child labour

resources to the greatest possible extent, the outcome described in

proposition 1 ensues. While removal of children from the labour force

may increase adult wages and improve adult employment

opportunities at a macro-level,  20  intrahousehold mechanisms may,

under patriarchal conditions, produce virtuous outcomes as well.

It is important that the message of Proposition 1 is clearly

understood. While a reduction in child labour input will be

advantageous, a policy of non-intervention undermines the basic needs

of the wife-child nexus. It is evident that a focus on household income

and total labour inputs to assess child contributions to household well-

being, oblivious to intrahousehold distribution, can produce elusive

                                                                
20 e.g. Basu and Van (1998).
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conclusions. This example displays a sharp conflict of interest between

the spouses. The separation of costs and benefits of child rearing also

epitomises a gender difference in fertility interests. Husbands would

have a strong incentive to procreate, while wives should be expected to

resist. This benchmark illustrates the case when child labour claims

and actual child labour inputs coincide.  Does proposition 1 survive a

more subtle theorising of choice ?  The answer is yes, but to see why, it

is necessary to pay more attention to the wife’s altruism and to how

her aversion to child work affects the intrahousehold distribution of

well-being. Suppose instead that actual child labour input is different

from the husband’s claim. The wife’s payoff function will now be given

by:
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The payoff function is analogous to (9a) with one important

modification. The new term captures an adjustment of the wife’s

income prompted by her aversion to child effort. Consider, first, the

case where Lcx < Lcx. Cooperation grants the wife a non-pecuniary

bonus since child leisure is higher than under non-cooperation. Both

household income and the wife-child nexus' share of household income

is lower than in the benchmark.
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      How does a policy intervention impinge on the wife’s payoff ? When

Lcx < Lcx, the policy is likely to have a stronger impact on the

husband’s claim than on actual child labour input. The resulting

weakening of the husband’s threat point benefits the wife-child nexus.

Moreover, the strengthening of the wife’s threat point generated by the

decline in non-cooperative child effort reinforces this effect. For the

wife-child nexus, the negative effect of the decline in output will be

strictly dominated by the gain from the decline in the paternal threat

point. Proposition 1 thus holds when Lcx < Lcx.

       What if Lcx > Lcx ? A policy reform is now likely to reduce total

household income, with adverse effects on all parties. At the same

time, the wife’s cooperative disutility of child labour declines. This

reinforces the negative effect on her cooperative income. The effect of

the policy intervention on the wife’s income will therefore, in this case,

be unambiguously negative.

Generalisations

To add realism and partially endorse Roberts (1988) and

Bradley’s (1994) arguments, the assumption that the husband enjoys

exclusive claims on children’s labour resources will now be relaxed.

The following examples seek to illustrate how alternative customary
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claims on child and household labour, intrahousehold disparities in

land holdings, and the relative productivity of child labour in

alternative agricultural tasks impact on the effects of policy

interventions on intrahousehold distribution.

The payoffs can now be written:
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where ε is the adult female equivalent scaling of child labour

productivity in food crop production. Lzc represents the wife's

customary claim on child labour. In (9’) customary claims and actual

child labour inputs are presumed to coincide which explains the

absence of expressions for the wife’s disutility of child work. The

effects of the wife’s valuation of child leisure will be taken up below.

For a start, let ε=γ=1. Moreover, in the initial cooperative equilibrium,

let Yw = Yw*. Using the wife’s payoff, consider the effects of a policy

that marginally augments the claims on child labour:

 where dLcx and dLcz are interpreted as policy instruments.

Alternative scenarios about the distribution of claims and the impacts
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of policies on these claims and on actual child labour inputs will now

be explored.

Consider the counterfactual to the benchmark that claims on

children’s labour resources are confined to the wife alone. The policy

intervention is thus presumed to affect her claim on child labour. From

(14), a unilateral decrease in her claim will reduce maternal and child

well-being. The husband is adversely affected too.  Thus,

Proposition 2 a): When assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv) from Proposition

1 are intact, an intervention unilaterally reducing the wife’s claim on

child labour reduces the income and consumption of wife, children and

husband.

Why should the husband lose from a decline in the wife's claim on

child labour when the wife-child nexus gain from a decline in the

husband’s claim ? From his payoff in (9b'), two relevant effects with

opposite sign appear. Firstly, the reduction in the wife's threat point

makes him better off. This positive effect on the husband’s well-being

is, however, dominated by the negative effect of child labour input in

food crop production, which reduces the opportunity costs of

cooperation (split equally). The latter corresponds to a fall in the

collective benefits generated by child labour input. When cooperative
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subsistence crop cultivation is below the wife's reservation level, the

husband will always be a net-loser from a decline in her access to child

labour. Notice, though, that the wife and children face heavier losses

than the husband.

In the benchmark model, the wife-child nexus gained materially

from a decline in the husband's claim on child labour resources. The

husband, in contrast, is prone to lose from a decline in the wife’s claim

on child labour. This gendered asymmetry in well-being effects is

generated by gendered disparities in land holdings. Recall that the

model displays an intrahousehold distribution of land holdings which

prompts voluntary collaboration. Notice also that when the wife's land

is relatively unproductive, her threat point gain from access to

additional labour resources will be limited. As the effect on her threat

point approaches zero, the distribution of costs from a decline in her

child labour endowment approaches an equal split. Notice this delicate

twist to Bradley's (1994) argument; although child labour is assigned

to the wife, works in subsistence crop cultivation on her plot, and

apparently provides benefits exclusive to the wife-child nexus, the

husband benefits, too.
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Proposition 2b): With assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv) from Proposition 1

a) intact, the husband always benefits from an increase in household

access to child labour. This is not true for wife and children.

The wife’s altruism and aversion to child work muddles this conclusion

somewhat. Consider the situation when Lcz < Lcz. A policy reform is

now likely to impact more strongly on the wife’s claim than on actual

child labour input. Her threat point is weakened by the fall in non-

cooperative income, but strengthened by the decline in the disutility of

child effort. The effect on her bargaining power depends on the relative

strength of these two effects. At the same time, total household income

is prone to decline with adverse impacts on both parties.

Equality in customary claims – disparities in land holdings

          Do customary claims on child labour reinforce or compensate for

disparities in land holdings ? The following example shows why

insights into this matter should interest policy makers. In this

example, I assume that spouses have identical customary claims on

children’s labour resources and first consider the case where claims

and child labour input coincide. I presume that the policy has

symmetric negative effects on these claims. The policy can be
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mimicked by a symmetric increase (reduction) in the access to child

labour, i.e. let dLcx=dLcz = 1. The wife-child nexus will now be

adversely affected by a symmetric increase in child labour claims if

dYw*<0. From (14) the condition becomes:

From the first-order conditions for allocation of adult female

labour, the marginal productivity of labour is equated across food and

cash crop production. Hence,

and maternal income, maternal and child consumption will decline

whenever:

      The left hand side of (17) is the wife's share of the collective

benefits from the symmetric increase in child labour claims. The right

hand side displays the difference in the threat point effects. The

likelihood that the wife-child nexus will be adversely affected is

strongly influenced by the distribution of land holdings. Consider,
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first, an egalitarian land distribution as manifested by identical threat

point effects. Adversity requires δfz/δLcz < 0; a contradiction.

        Let us fix the husband’s land holding and increase inequality in

the wife’s disfavour. Collective benefits decline, and the gap between

bargaining power effects in (17) widens. Both effects aggravate the

risk of an adverse outcome for the wife-child nexus. If land is

unequally distributed, claims on child labour resources egalitarian,

and spouses bargain, a laissez faire policy will favour the interests of

the resilient party (the male) and harm the weaker party (the wife-

child nexus).21 A policy prompting a symmetric reduction in the access

to child labour would then improve the well-being of the wife-child

nexus.

Proposition 2c) With assumptions, (i), (ii) and (iv) from Proposition 1

intact and egalitarian claims on child labour resources, a policy of

laissez faire can harm the well-being of the wife-child nexus, also in the

very short term.

Recall that proposition 2c), which is a stronger result than proposition

1) rests on the assumption that child labour claims and actual child

labour inputs coincide. As before, this eliminates the effects of

                                                                
21 The use of the terms “resilient” and “weak” refer entirely to differences in access to productive resources, eg. land.
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maternal altruism and valuation of child leisure on the intrahousehold

distribution of income.

         Suppose, in contrast, that actual child labour input is lower than

the respective claims. It is now plausible to expect the policy to mainly

impinge on threat points. For the wife-child nexus the positive effect of

the fall in the husband’s threat point will outweigh the negative effect

on her threat point caused by the reduction in her non-cooperative

income. The latter is reinforced by the positive effect on her threat

point of the decline in the noncooperative disutility of child effort.

Proposition 2c) thus survives a relaxation of the condition that claims

and actual child labour inputs coincide.

Individualising opportunity costs of schooling

         Proposition 2c) conveys a profound message and has further,

interesting implications. The theoretical framework provides a novel

foundation for evaluation of the opportunity costs of schooling, which

now will vary distinctly across husbands and wives. These

individualised opportunity costs of children’s education are determined

by the respective claims on child labour, the intrahousehold

distribution of land holdings and the precise nature of intrahousehold

labour exchange. In the above example, the opportunity cost of child
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schooling will be negative for the wife and positive for the husband.

For the wife-child nexus, schooling would thus produce material

benefits even in the short term. In this case women should,

accordingly, be expected to demonstrate a keen interest in schooling.

       The idea that policy interventions to reduce child labour has

negative short-term effects on household well-being (before labour

market effects a la Basu and Van (1998) are taken into account) is

firmly rooted in the child labour literature. The above analysis

confronts policy makers with a more intriguing possibility. If conflicts

of interest are characteristic features of rural household organisation,

non-intervention will invariably weight some interests over others,

also in the very short term. This raises intriguing normative questions.

In the above example, non-intervention would harm the wife-child

nexus and strengthen the interests of the party with the most

generous land endowment.

Sensitivity analysis 1 – Productivity differentials

So far, the productivity parameters ε and γ were suppressed and

child labour assumed on par with adult female labour productivity in

both subsistence and cash crop production. It is, of course, distinctly

possible for the relative productivity of child labour to vary across
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crops and agricultural production systems. Let ε =1 > γ, so that child

labour productivity is relatively higher in subsistence crop

production.  For a symmetric reform, the condition in (17) now

becomes:

As before, there are two effects of interest. The husband's threat point

and collective benefits both decline. The first effect dominates the

second and the likelihood of an adverse outcome for the wife-child

nexus is, as expected, reduced.

Sensitivity analysis 2 - Bargaining, obligations or both ?

How sensitive are these results to the assumptions about labour

claims and obligations ? This section considers the coexistence of

customary labour obligations (unremunerated) with voluntary,

remunerated labour exchange. Remuneration of voluntary

contributions will, as before, be determined through bargaining. In

contrast to the preceding section, the husband will now be assumed to

have a claim on family labour. This modest modification of the
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husband’s customary entitlement turns out to have important

ramifications.

Notice that this claim on family labour is presumed  exogenous.22

Notice also that the empirical observations of children’s economic

activities are identical to the benchmark – with children working on

their father’s cash crop plot. As before, adult female and child labour

are substitutes in cash crop cultivation, but now in the provision of

free family labour. Let LD represent the husband's claim on family

labour. Labour supply to cash crop cultivation in excess of LD is a

manifestation of voluntary collaboration between husband and wife.

Let

where Lwxd represents the wife's labour obligation in cash crop

production. For simplicity, let Lcx and LD be exogenous, and Lcx<LD, by

assumption. The implication is that the wife is obliged to supply the

difference between Lcx and LD to cash crop cultivation. The labour

constraint for the time-constrained wife is then:

                                                                
22 Alternatively, the claim on family labour could adjust to the husband’s labour needs, which typically could be
perturbed by development policy. According to Whitehead (1994), such adjustments are partly responsible for the
adverse effects of agricultural development projects on women’s well-being in sub-Saharan Africa. The possibility of
adjustments will be discussed at some length below.
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Substituting (19) into (20) gives:

The solution to the Nash-bargaining problem is given by:
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       Notice that the husband's threat point now depends on his claim

on household labour. Moreover, the wife's threat point is the value of

what she can produce on her plot after meeting her labour obligations.

Her labour obligation is the residual of household labour obligations

net of child labour input. Substituting (ii) into (i) gives:
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Let us now compare the current and the benchmark model. A

reduction in child labour availability for cash crop cultivation does not,

anymore, influence the husband's threat point. Substitution between

female and child labour in cash crop cultivation relieves the wife of

duties, and allows her to pursue other economic activities. Reduced

availability of child labour for cash crop cultivation does not influence

the husband’s threat point, but  weakens the wife’s threat point. As

before, child labour produces collective benefits.

         A reduction in child labour availability will now adversely affect

wife and children, a stark contrast to Proposition 1, which was based

on an entirely analogous empirical observation, e.g. children working

in cash crop cultivation. For the husband, as before, the gain from the

decline in the wife’s threat point is strictly dominated by the loss in

collective benefits. The policy-induced reduction in child labour

availability will thus adversely affect everyone, but most strongly the

wife-child nexus.

Opportunity costs of schooling revisited

In this example, the collective benefits of child labour input

represent the opportunity costs of child time to the household. This is

equivalent to the returns to maternal labour in economic activities
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after labour obligations have been met.23 Individual opportunity costs

for husband and wife continue to be dissimilar since child labour input

in cash crop cultivation in this case strengthens the wife’s threat point.

In this example, the opportunity costs of schooling are relatively

higher for the wife, but positive for the husband as well. The

individual opportunity costs of schooling are determined by the total

productive resources available to the household (governing the

economic opportunities available to the wife), the intrahousehold

distribution of land holdings, and the precise content of household

labour obligations. The focus on the intrahousehold effects of

educational policy reforms illustrates that the short-term effects of

such reforms may be much more severe for some household members

than for others. The prevalence and nature of indigenous institutions

for remunerated and unremunerated exchange of household labour

can aggravate the distributional disadvantage of reforms and therefore

contribute to explain why rural household response to initiatives to

boost schooling and raise standards of living may be slower in some

areas than others. The following section looks more closely at this

particular argument.

                                                                
23 Kanbur and Grootaert (1995) point out that the opportunity cost of child time can reflect the mother's wage rate.
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Obligations, bargaining and policy

      The focus on the impacts of child labour policies on the well-being

of different household members has produced some important and

intriguing insights. This section explains why the focus on claims and

labour obligations can provide a useful correction to conventional

analysis of household response to economic stimuli. Let us revisit the

example where the wife alone has claims on children’s effort. I will

also include a case where the husband can respond to policy change by

adjusting his claims on household labour so that customary claims

accommodate the husband’s labour needs. Whitehead (1994) and

others blame such adjustments for unintended adverse effects of

agricultural projects on rural women in sub-Saharan Africa. Consider

now a “development contract” which aims to (1) enforce primary

education and (2) to raise the standard of living of the household, the

latter with a view to buffer the household against it’s loss of children’s

labour power. (2) may take the form of a technology improvement

which raises agricultural productivity. Suppose that (2) provides an

incentive to increase labour input in cash crop cultivation. If the

husband can recover the resulting labour deficit by adjusting his claim

on household labour, the development contract will deal a material

blow to the wife-child nexus for the following reasons: Firstly, the wife
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is deprived of child labour resources which weakens her threat point

and consequently her bargaining power. The increase in household

labour obligations will reinforce this effect. The husband’s threat point

is strengthened by the increase in productivity and by the adjustment

in his claim on household labour. The net effect on the cooperative

surplus is ambiguous.

          For comparison, consider the case where the husband’s

customary claim on household labour is fixed, and spouses bargain

over the residual surplus from cash crop cultivation. In this case, the

husband’s threat point is strengthened by the technological

improvement alone. This negative effect on the wife-child nexus is

strictly dominated by the positive effect on collective benefits. Ceteris

paribus, the wife-child nexus will be unambiguously better off than for

the case of adjustable customary labour obligations.

        The contrast to a model of pure bargaining is even more striking.

When the spouses bargain over the entire surplus from cash crop

cultivation, the “development contract” will strengthen the husband’s

threat point, but less than before. At the same time, the cooperative

surplus increases more than before. The net effect on the well-being of

the wife-child nexus does, as above, depend on the impact of her threat

point of the decline in child labour availability (the same in all three

cases).
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         These examples demonstrate why the precise content of claims

on labour resources in rural in sub-Saharan Africa may lead the same

policy in three different contexts to generate distinctly different well-

being outcomes within otherwise similar households. Moreover, per

capita measures of household expenditure may conceal increases in

the absolute deprivation of some household members, which may

contribute to explain why child labour in rural households responds

rather slowly to average improvements in standards of living, as

illustrated by the unexpectedly small coefficients on poverty indicators

in empirical work testing the “Luxury Axiom”.
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Conclusion

Child nurturing involves costs and benefits, and this paper has

argued that children's labour resources may be more valuable to some

household members than to others; the assumption that child

contributions are pooled across household members is simply

untenable for rural sub-Saharan Africa. Through the prism of a

stylised theory, some intriguing new insights into the intrahousehold

distribution of benefits from children’s labour contributions have been

uncovered.

Proposition 2 c) suggests that a policy of laissez faire may be

distributionally harmful for the wife-child nexus even in the short

term, and therefore that enforcement of school attendance may provide

a win-win scenario for the wife and kids both with regard to improving

short term basic needs satisfaction and in the long term through the

conventional route of human capital accumulation. The fact that

laissez-faire in this case would protect the interest of the party with

the lion’s share of household land holdings would not make the

argument for intervention any less palatable. Without further and

more detailed evidence, it is both premature and irresponsible to

advocate decisive policy conclusions on the basis of this theoretical

result. More and better data are needed.
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The focus on labour claims, obligations and intrahousehold

conflicts of interest has shown that a bargaining model can provide

novel insights into considerable individual variation in interests and

the costs and benefits of children’s schooling and fertility decisions.

Indeed, the benefits and costs of schooling and child rearing may vary

conspicuously across women and men. This has a number of important

implications, and may contribute to explain why rural households in

some areas respond rather slowly to improvements in average levels of

well-being.

There is currently little available evidence on the rules or norms

governing claims on child labour resources. Studies by Reynolds (1991)

and Udry (1996) shed some light on children’s time-use across

maternal and paternal land plots, but as the preceding analysis shows,

even such observations fail to satisfy the informational requirements

of even a simple theory. A more cautious delineation of claims and

labour obligations, featuring prominently in the anthropological

literature, may, as this paper has shown have crucial bearings on how

policy interventions impact on the intrahousehold distribution of well-

being.
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